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Executive Summary

This strategic marketing plan is focused on Harley-Davidson’s U.S Motorcycle segment
operations. Following deep analysis into the struggling financial position of the company, this
plan aims to grow the community of Harley-Davidson riders within the U.S. The company’s
segmentation has long been focused on targeting those aged 35 and above, however the average
age of a Harley consumer is increasing as the company struggles to capture the younger level of
the segment.
This plan strategically recommends that the company modifies its marketing efforts to align with
the changing demands of U.S society, while simultaneously maintaining its core customer base.
Given the strong heritage, exclusivity and premium positioning of the brand, it is extremely
important to remember that a Harley-Davidson motorcycle is not for everyone, nor should it be.
Instead, this strategic marketing plan will use product and service diversification to maintain the
devoted Harley consumer base and capture the loyal consumer base of the future.
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Introduction
Harley-Davidson (HD) is a global leading manufacturer of heavyweight motorcycles,
merchandise, parts, and accessories (Insights, 2021). As the most well-known American
motorcycle brand in the world, the company trades custom, cruiser, and touring motorcycles, as
well as a complete range of Harley-Davidson motorcycle parts and accessories (Cameron and
Kim, 2020). The company has existed for over 116 years, spending more than a century branding
its motorcycles as the choice for rebels and macho cowboys, created in America, for Americans
(Wyman et al, 2020).

In June 2020, Harley-Davidson reported its steepest decline in U.S. motorcycle retail sales in at
least six years (Heller, 2020). Technological innovations and market developments are shaping
the USA motorcycle industry, yet the company’s offerings and marketing are reluctant to adapt.
The pandemic has acted as a massive restraint on the motorcycle market in 2020 and 2021
(NASDAQ OMX, 2021) for a multiplicity of reasons that will be explored further. However, the
end of COVID could present the company with a variety of positives if it can survive, with
travelling on the road following confinement being a key attraction.

Micro-environmental analysis

Retail sales

Figure 1 shows the declining retail sales volume for Harley-Davidson motorcycles over the past 4
years (Harley-Davidson, 2021C and Harley-Davidson, 2021A). In 2017, retail sales in the U.S were
147,972. For 2018, sales were 132,868 (Heller, 2020) for 2019 125,960 and for 2020, retail sales
were 103,650 (Harley-Davidson, 2021A)
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Figure 1: Harley-Davidson U.S Motorcycle Sales 2017-2020 (Harley-Davidson, 2021A)

Revenue
Harley-Davidson’s motorcycle segment reported revenue of USD $3.1BN in 2018, in 2019 it
decreased to $2,971,223 and in 2020 U.S motorcycle revenue decreased to $2.1BN (HarleyDavidson, 2021A), a 37% revenue decrease in just 1 year. Each year, the U.S market accounts for
approximately 57% of the company's revenue (Harley-Davidson, 2021A), a figure that remains
relatively consistent despite revenue decreases, suggesting this is a global issue. Figure 2 shows
the sales revenue generated by U.S motorcycle sales of the company in the years 2018-2020.
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Figure 2: Harley-Davidson U.S Motorcycle Revenue 2017-2020 (Harley-Davidson, 2021A)

Costs

Cost of goods sold (COGS) is an overall expense that represents the cost of production and sales.
To calculate the costs and COGS of Harley-Davidson’s U.S motorcycle segment, the following
steps were taken using data from Harley-Davidson (2021A) (numbers in thousands of USD):
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Although the profit margin (Revenue-COGS) per motorcycle sold in the U.S was around $4,600
(similar to 2018 and 2019) Harley-Davidson incurred heavy losses in 2020 for the motorcycle
segment. Per unit, the COGS has not changed much however fixed costs are still very high and
the decline in sales volume has had a significant impact on the company’s profitability.
Meso-Environmental Analysis
Customers

As a luxury lifestyle brand, the company mainly focuses on psychographic segmentation. The
typical Harley owners take motorcycling extremely seriously, are often very patriotic and known
as rebellious (Wyman et al, 2020). Known for expertise in the heavyweight cruiser motorcycle
category, the demographic target market is males aged 35+, however the average age for a
Harley owner is now 55 years old (Venti, 2020). The typical core customer is aging (Cameron and
Kim, 2021) and the company is struggling to effectively target a new generation of riders.

Harley-Davidson has created an iconic and distinguishable culture for its customers through its
Harley Owners Group (HOG) (Harley-Davidson, 2021B) which has regular rallies where owners
6

nationwide unite through their shared passion. For many customers, the brand identity is
philosophical of their own and is imbedded to every aspect of their lifestyle. In fact, the HarleyDavidson community is so loyal that it is one of the most tattooed brands in America (Ketterman,
2020).

Competitors

Based on 2020 market share of motorcycle brands in the U.S, the company has 4 key competitors:
Honda (21.4%), Yamaha (12.2%), Kawasaki (12.2%) and Suzuki (5.4%). Figure 3 represents the
market share of major motorcycle brands in the United States as of March 2020, based on sales
revenue (Statista, 2020).

Figure 3: Market Share of Major Motorcycle Brands in the U.S as of 2020 (Statista, 2020)
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Figure 4 shows a competitor analysis table for the 4 competitors of Harley-Davidson.

Figure 4: Competitor analysis table

This competitor analysis table highlights the company’s favourable positioning as an iconic,
premium brand with unmatched expertise and respect earned through its lengthy heritage. The
premium business model of the company is built on symbolic value that helps build exclusivity
that is significant to the typical Harley consumer. As a result, Harley has a huge advantage over
these competitors, and it is not suggested that the company attempt to compete in every
segment because it does not align with its brand values.

Macro-environmental Analysis
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PESTEL Analysis
The following PESTEL analysis (Figure 5) will be used to analyse the macro-environmental
(external)

factors

that

have

an

impact

on

Harley-Davidson:

Figure 5: PESTLE Analysis

SWOT Analysis

The SWOT analysis in Figure 6 assesses the internal and external factors that influence the
company’s overall competitive advantage and business development.
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Figure 6: SWOT Analysis

The Root Cause

Clearly, Harley-Davidson’s U.S motorcycle segment is struggling financially. As the average
consumer ages (Cameron and Kim, 2020), the company fails to attract new generations and
markets, being restricted to limited market share due to narrow segmentation. Failure to attract
the next generation of riders is having a clear influence on its profitability.
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Marketing Strategy
This strategic marketing plan proposes that Harley-Davidson use a product development
strategy (Ansoff, 1957) as shown in the matrix in Figure 7. This involves a process of bringing a
new innovation to consumers following a plateau in revenue and sales. As a strategy, this will
improve the company’s existing products and create new products for the existing target
market of males aged 35+ in the U.S. Importantly, this will not only look to improve the core
product offerings, but each product level which will be explored further. As a premium brand,
the company can grow through product development (Fazio Maruca, 1995) while maintaining
exclusivity.

Figure 7: Ansoff's Matrix (Ansoff, 1957)
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Goals and objectives

The overall goal of this strategic marketing plan is to create the largest U.S membership of the
HOG in company history. To achieve this, the company will have to retain its core and current
consumers and encourage uptake of new consumers.

Figure 8 shows the marketing objectives for this strategic marketing plan:

Figure 8: Marketing Objectives for this strategic marketing plan

Segmentation, Targeting and Positioning

This plan will target Harley-Davidson’s existing core consumers, who are aged 55+ living in the
U.S (Light, 2021) and love the freedom of being on the road. This segment is extremely loyal
(Coutinho et al, 2018) and as active members of the HOG (Harley-Davidson, 2021B), these
consumers are brand advocates and love the community. Recently, these consumers have grown
agitated with the company’s attempts to create new products while not updating their traditional
models.
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Current non-riders aged 35+ in the U.S with high incomes will also be targeted. This segment does
not have an extensive knowledge of riding but knows that they want all the associations of
freedom, travel, adrenaline and respect. This segment is looking to get into the world of biking
and is looking for guidance and advice.

Positioning

As an iconic, reputable and desirable brand, Harley-Davidson is positioned extremely well in the
minds of U.S consumers and these key elements should not be modified. However, the brand
needs to realign with the values of its aged 35+ target audience in today’s society. This strategic
plan will use the positioning strategies shown in Figure 9.

Figure 9: Positioning strategies

STP Model

This strategic marketing plan will increase the perceptions of innovation and premium within the
target audience as shown in the Positioning Map in figure 10.
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Figure 10: Segmentation, Targeting and Positioning model

Marketing Tactics
Product and Service
Kotler’s (2008) Three Levels of a Product will be used to analyse the changes to the current
product offering of Harley-Davidson. Figure 11 represents this.
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Figure 11: Kotler's (2008) 3 Levels of a Product

Core Benefit: It is important to maintain the core benefit of the product, however as a premium
lifestyle brand only a fraction of the total value is provided by this core benefit.

Actual Product: Changes to the actual product, as shown in Figure 12, will begin with the
development of a line of 3 electric motorcycles- a cruiser, a standard and a touring motorcycle.
It is critical that the company do not just offer one option in this range because customers value
novelty and freedom to choose a product that is representative of their individuality. These
electric motorcycles will have the appearance of the best-selling products in each three
categories, staying true to the HD heritage and product design.
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The company will innovate their best-selling product ranges to cater to their current customer
base. A new range of personalised additional features will be developed, including a location
check-in scanner attachment, which will check-in HD consumers to events and venues across the
U.S.

Figure 12: Changes to the Actual Product

Augmented Product: This will be a very high focus for Harley’s marketing activities as it justifies
the positioning as a premium brand (CSI Market, 2021). Service quality and differentiation will
use innovative techniques in retail locations. High engagement customer experiences will occur
across all the whole customer journey, providing exclusive benefits to Harley owners.

Distribution Channels
Figure 13 shows the changes that will be implemented to HD’s distribution channels.
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Figure 13: Changes made to the company’s distribution channels

There will be a heavy focus on the large retail stores placed in rural yet populated areas with
many transport links. An interactive experience will consist of sign-in stations at the entrance
where current customers will check in through their app login. Store consultants will be able to
utilise this data to provide a personalised experience, as shown in Figure 14.
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Figure 14: Sign-in screens at the entrance of stores

The urban locations will target new, potential customers through an immersive Virtual Reality
(VR) experience, as shown in Figure 15. This will aim to convert potential customers into actual
customers through showing the freedom and escapism benefits of motorcycling through scenic
views.

Figure 15: Immersive VR experience in smaller stores
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Price

The current pricing of HD products will not be modified given the already high costs of the
company (Harley-Davidson, 2021A). However, extra customisable features will implement a per
feature pricing model.

Promotion and Communications

All promotional efforts will reinforce the premium business model and exclusivity of the HD
community. It will be enforced that customers will not only be purchasing the product, but the
full experience of the Harley-Davidson lifestyle. Promotional efforts will help the brand to create
a bigger market for premium motorcycles within the U.S, leveraging the end of the pandemic to
express the core brand values of freedom to travel. The “Freedom Tour” campaign in Figure 16
is an example of an excursion across the U.S, including checkpoints for riders on the app to
document their journey. Exclusive events including a yearly rock music Harley-Davidson festival
(Figure 17) will play a critical role in expressing the benefits of the HOG and bringing the
community together post-pandemic.
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Figure 16: The Freedom Tour Excursion Promotional Material

Figure 17: Harley-Davidson's new annual music festival
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Implementation and Control
To ensure that exclusivity is maintained, HOG members will get a range of benefits before the
general public. This will include exclusive access to store openings, new products and event
announcements. It is important that improvements are made to existing products first before the
electric range is announced, so that existing customers feel like they are being prioritised over
new customers.

Implementation Timeline

Figure 18 shows the timeline of implementation for this strategic marketing plan.

Figure 18: Implementation Timeline for this Strategic Marketing Plan
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Key Performance Indicators (KPI’s)
Figure 19 provides a summary of the KPIs that will be used to monitor the performance of the
proposed marketing plan. In general, it is critical that the company measure not just new metrics
such as sales and app downloads, but whether old metrics are being maintained. Due to the
intense loyalty (Team, 2020) of current Harley owners, it is extremely important to ensure any
product developments or promotional activities are not causing losses in the company’s core
customer base.

Figure 19: KPI'S for this plan
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Conclusion

In conclusion, Harley-Davidson’s financial situation is a huge cause for concern and reflects the
companies decreasing relevance to the target audience, of 35+ year olds, in U.S society today.
The pandemic’s influence has clearly caused a steep decline in demand for HD motorcycles;
however, the company now has the opportunity to leverage its core brand values of freedom and
community post-pandemic. The product diversification strategy suggested by this strategic
marketing plan aims to capture a new generation of riders through a line of electric vehicles and
interactive stores, while the improvements and modifications made to existing models will satisfy
existing consumers and works to maintain loyalty and satisfaction. Most importantly, each
element of this strategy aligns with the company’s core values and maintains the iconic,
prestigious branding while increasing the market reach of Harley-Davidson for a sustainable
future.
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